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Exposure control in a digital camera
Abstract
A method for exposure control which yields exposure settings just high enough to clip light sources and
reflections from light sources in an image scene while allocating the majority of image sensor dynamic
range to remaining objects in the image scene. Exposure control according to the present techniques
includes determining a number of clipped pixels from an image scene for one or more of a set of
possible exposures and determining a selected exposure from the possible exposures such that the
possible exposures higher than the selected exposure increase the number and the possible exposures
less than the selected exposure do not substantially decrease the number.
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Claims

What is claimed is:
1. A method for exposure control, comprising: obtaining a photograph of an image scene for each of a
predetermined set of possible exposures; determining a number of clipped pixels in each photograph;
determining a selected exposure from the possible exposures in response to the numbers of clipped
pixels such that the photographs obtained using the possible exposures higher than the selected exposure
have an increased value for the number and the photographs obtained using the possible exposures less
than the selected exposure do not have a substantially lower value for the number.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining a number of clipped pixels comprises: measuring an
amplitude of each of a set of pixels in the corresponding photograph; generating a histogram of a
number of the pixels from the corresponding photograph verses the corresponding amplitude; detecting
a jump in the number of pixels at a high pixel amplitude.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining a number of clipped pixels comprises: setting a starting
exposure and determining the number of clipped pixels from the corresponding photograph for the
starting exposure; setting a series of increased exposures and determining the number of clipped pixels
from the corresponding photographs for the increased exposures; setting a series of decreased exposures
and determining the number of clipped pixels from the corresponding photographs for the decreased
exposures.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein determining a selected exposure comprises: determining a subset of
the possible exposures for which the number is relatively unchanged; determining a first one of the
possible exposures higher than the subset for which the number increases.
5. An apparatus for exposure control, comprising: means for obtaining a photograph of an image scene
for each of a predetermined set of possible exposures; means for determining a number of clipped pixels
in each photograph; means for determining a selected exposure from the possible exposures in response
to the numbers of clipped pixels such that the photographs obtained using the possible exposures higher
than the selected exposure have an increased value for the number and the photographs obtained using
the possible exposures less than the selected exposure do not have a substantially lower value for the
number.
6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the means for determining a number of clipped pixels comprises:
means for measuring an amplitude of each of a set of pixels in the corresponding photograph; means for
generating a histogram of a number of the pixels from the corresponding photograph verses the
corresponding amplitude; means for detecting a jump in the number of pixels at a high pixel amplitude.
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7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the means for determining a number of clipped pixels comprises:
means for setting a starting exposure and determining the number of clipped pixels from the
corresponding photograph for the starting exposure; means for setting a series of increased exposures
and determining the number of clipped pixels from the corresponding photographs for the increased
exposures; means for setting a series of decreased exposures and determining the number of clipped
pixels from the corresponding photographs for the decreased exposures.
8. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the means for determining a selected exposure comprises: means
for determining a subset of the possible exposures for which the number is relatively unchanged; means
for determining a first one of the possible exposures higher than the subset for which the number
increases.
9. A digital camera, comprising: image sensor; exposure mechanism that provides a predetermined set of
possible exposures to the image sensor from an image scene; image processor that obtains a photograph
of an image scene for each of the possible exposures and that determines a number of clipped pixels in
each photograph and that determines a selected exposure from the possible exposures in response to the
numbers of clipped pixels such that the photographs obtained using the possible exposures higher than
the selected exposure have an increased value for the number and the photographs obtained using the
possible exposures less than the selected exposure do not have a substantially lower value for the
number.
10. The digital camera of claim 9, wherein the image processor determines the number of clipped pixels
by using the image sensor to measure an amplitude of each of a set of pixels in the corresponding
photograph and then generating a histogram of a number of the pixels from the corresponding
photograph verses the corresponding amplitude and then detecting a jump in the number of pixels at a
high pixel amplitude.
11. The digital camera of claim 9, wherein the image processor determines the number of clipped pixels
by setting a starting exposure using the exposure mechanism and then determining the number of
clipped pixels from the corresponding photograph for the starting exposure and setting a series of
increased exposures and decreased exposures using the exposure mechanism while determining the
number of clipped pixels from the corresponding photographs.
12. The digital camera of claim 9, wherein the image processor determines a selected exposure by
determining a subset of the possible exposures for which the number is relatively unchanged and by
determining a first one of the possible exposures higher than the subset for which the number increases.
Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of Invention
The present invention pertains to the field of exposure control in cameras. More particularly, this
invention relates to exposure control in a digital camera.
2. Art Background
Cameras including digital still cameras and video cameras typically include an image sensor and an
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exposure mechanism for controlling the amount of light from an image scene that reaches the image
sensor. Digital cameras, for example, usually include a charge-coupled device (CCD) array as an image
sensor along with mechanisms that control aperture and shutter speed exposure settings.
Image scenes often include objects which are very bright in comparison to other objects. For example,
light sources such as light bulbs, candles, etc., in a relatively dark image scene are usually very bright in
comparison to the remainder of the image scene. In addition, direct reflections of light sources from
highly reflective surfaces in an image scene are usually very bright in comparison to the remainder of
the image scene.
Exposure control in a camera typically involves determining the exposure settings that best utilize the
dynamic range of the image sensor given the characteristics of an image scene being photographed. The
dynamic range of an image sensor may be defined as the ratio of its highest possible signal output to its
lowest useful signal output. In a CCD array, for example, the highest possible signal output is usually
limited by its charge capacity and its lowest useful signal output is usually limited by circuit noise.
Prior methods for exposure control in a camera typically involve measuring the average intensity of light
from a sample area of an image scene being photographed and then selecting exposure settings that scale
that average to a predetermined percentage of the dynamic range of the image sensor. However, light
sources and reflections of light sources in the sample area usually yield a relatively high average
intensity. A relatively high average intensity typically results in relatively low exposure settings using
prior methods. Such low exposure settings typically reduce the intensity of light obtained from areas of
the image scene outside of the light sources and reflections of light sources to the low end of the
dynamic range of the image sensor. Unfortunately, this typically causes areas of interest in the image
scene to appear too dark once photographed.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
A method for exposure control is disclosed which yields exposure settings just high enough to clip light
sources and reflections of light sources in an image scene while allocating the majority of image sensor
dynamic range to the remaining objects in the image scene. Exposure control according to the present
techniques includes determining a number of clipped pixels from an image scene for one or more of a
set of possible exposures and determining a selected exposure from the possible exposures such that the
possible exposures higher than the selected exposure increase the number and the possible exposures
less than the selected exposure do not substantially decrease the number.
The present techniques yield exposure settings that prevent light sources and reflections from light
sources from causing an under exposure of the areas of primary interest in an image scene. Instead, the
dynamic range of an image sensor is used to sample the areas of primary interest.
Other features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the detailed description
that follows.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention is described with respect to particular exemplary embodiments thereof and
reference is accordingly made to the drawings in which:
FIG. 1 shows a method for exposure control according to the present teachings;
FIG. 2 shows a camera which incorporates the present teachings;
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FIG. 3 shows an example image scene for which an image processor determines an exposure using the
present techniques;
FIG. 4 is a graph that illustrates the determination of the number of clipped pixels in an image scene;
FIG. 5 is a graph that illustrates the determination of a selected exposure from the possible exposures.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
FIG. 1 shows a method for exposure control according to the present teachings. The method shown may
be used for exposure control in a still camera or a video camera.
At step 100, a number of clipped pixels (P.sub.c) from an image scene being photographed is
determined for each of a set of possible exposures. The arrangement of possible exposures depends on
the exposure mechanism in the camera. For example, a camera may provide an aperture mechanism
having a set of possible f-stops and a shutter mechanism having a set of possible shutter speeds. The
number of clipped pixels at a given exposure depends on the image scene and the dynamic range of the
image sensor in the camera.
Step 100 may be performed by photographing an image scene of interest for each possible combination
of aperture and shutter speed settings. A starting exposure may be selected and then varied while
gathering data on the number of clipped pixels. Step 100 may be performed for the entire image scene
being photographed or for a sub-portion of the image scene being photographed.
At step 102, a selected exposure is determined from the possible exposures such that the possible
exposures higher than the selected exposure increase the number P.sub.c and the possible exposures less
than the selected exposure do not increase the number P.sub.c. This yields a selected exposure which
clips light sources and reflections of light sources in the image scene and which allocates the majority of
the dynamic range of the image sensor to measure light from the remainder of the image scene outside
of the light sources and reflections of light sources.
FIG. 2 shows a camera 10 which incorporates the present teachings. The camera 10 includes a lens
mechanism 12 that conducts light from an image scene through an aperture mechanism 14 and a shutter
mechanism 16 to an image sensor 18. An image processor 22 controls the aperture mechanism 14 and
the shutter mechanism 16 via a set of control signals 24.
In one embodiment, the image sensor 18 includes an array of CCD sensors. Each sensor in the array is
referred to as a pixel and an image scene sampled by the image sensor 18 is treated as an array of pixel
samples. In response to light from an image scene received via the lens mechanism 12, the aperture
mechanism 14, and the shutter mechanism 16, the image sensor 18 generates a set of pixel samples and
provides the pixel samples to an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 20. The A/D converter 20 digitizes
the pixel samples and provides the corresponding digitized pixel samples to the image processor 22.
Each digitized pixel sample is a digital value that indicates a charge amplitude from the corresponding
sensing element of the image sensor 18.
The image processor 22 obtains digitized pixel samples from the A/D converter 20 and performs the
present techniques for exposure control. The image processor 22 adjusts the aperture mechanism 14 and
the shutter mechanism 16 and analyzes the resulting digitized pixel samples to perform step 100. The
image processor 22 uses the data gathered at step 100 to determine a selected exposure at step 102 and
then sets the selected exposure using the aperture mechanism 14 and the shutter mechanism 16.
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In one embodiment, the camera 10 is a still image camera. In another embodiment, the camera 10 is a
video camera. The image processor 22 including exposure control functionality may be implemented in
hardware and/or software or firmware. The aperture mechanism 14 and the shutter mechanism 16 may
be any known mechanisms useful in cameras.
FIG. 3 shows an example image scene 30 for which the image processor 22 in the camera 10 determines
an exposure using the present techniques. The image scene 30 includes a light source 36 and a set of
reflecting areas 32 34 which are reflections from the light source 36.
FIG. 4 is a graph 200 that illustrates the determination of the number of clipped pixels in the image
scene 30 at step 100. The graph 200 is a histogram for a given exposure setting of the camera 10. The
histogram shows the number of digitized pixel samples from the image scene 30 at each possible pixel
amplitude.
The graph 200 shows that a relatively large number of digitized pixel samples have a relatively low
pixel amplitude. At increasing pixel amplitudes the number of pixels of the image scene 30 having those
pixel amplitudes decreases.
At a region 202 of the graph 200, at relatively high pixel amplitudes, the number of pixels jumps to a
relatively large number. This corresponds to pixels of the light sources 36 and the reflecting areas 32 34
of the image scene 30. These pixels are clipped by the image sensor 18 at the exposure setting of the
camera 10 corresponding to the graph 200. The image processor 22 determines the number of clipped
pixels at this exposure by counting the number of pixels having the clipped pixel amplitude.
FIG. 5 is a graph 220 that illustrates the determination of a selected exposure from the possible
exposures at step 102. The graph 220 shows the number of clipped pixels obtained from the image scene
30 verses a range of exposures.
The data for the graph 220 may be obtained by setting a starting exposure in the camera 10 and then
determining the number of clipped pixels obtained in response to the image scene 30 at the starting
exposure. The exposure of the camera 10 is then progressively increased and decreased from the starting
exposure while the number of clipped pixels is determined for each exposure. The starting exposure may
be set arbitrarily. Alternatively, the starting exposure may be determined by measuring an average
amplitude of digitized pixel samples from the image scene 30 or sub area of the image scene 30 and then
setting the starting exposure so that the average is a predetermined percentage of the dynamic range of
the image sensor 18.
A region 222 of the graph 220 represents a range in which the number of clipped pixels is not a strong
function of the exposure. In the region 222, the graph 220 is relatively flat and the number of clipped
pixels is relatively unchanged as the exposure changes. A point 224 of the graph 220 is an exposure at
which the number of clipped pixels begins to increase as the exposure increases. The image processor 22
detects the point 224 at step 102 and uses the corresponding exposure as the selected exposure for
photographing the image scene 30.
The increase in the number of clipped pixels at point 224 indicates that bright pixels in the image scene
30 outside of the light source 36 and the reflecting areas 32 34 are beginning to be clipped. An exposure
setting at point 224 will clip the light source 36 and the reflecting areas 32 34 as is desired and will scale
the remaining brightest pixels in the image scene 30 to the top of the dynamic range of the image sensor
18. The lower dynamic range of the image sensor 18 is then available to accurately measure the darker
pixels in the image scene 30.
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In one embodiment, the camera 10 includes a button that controls when image samples are obtained. The
image processor 22 performs the present techniques for exposure control upon first actuation of the
button and then obtains image samples on the next actuation of the button using the selected exposure.
The foregoing detailed description of the present invention is provided for the purposes of illustration
and is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise embodiment disclosed.
Accordingly, the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims.
*****
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